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Abstract

The basic motivation for the research presented in
this article is the fact that things go wrong� With
the growing complexity of todays engineering sys�
tems� the need has arisen for systematic approaches
to failure diagnosis� This paper presents an ap�
proach for modeling and diagnosis of systems that
fall in the area of discrete event dynamic systems�
We use a relational framework for discrete event

dynamic systems focusing on a conceptually simple
representation of the relationships between inputs�
outputs and states of a discrete event system�
A fault is said to be detectable if there exists a

transition in the system model that leads to a de�
tection in a �nite number of steps� The transition
necessary for detection can automatically be com�
puted from the system model under certain con�
ditions� We also show how to compute the �nest
possible fault partition under a single fault assump�
tion�

Keywords� discrete event� diagnosis� analy�

sis

� Introduction

The basic motivation for the topic of this article
is that things go wrong� More speci�cally� in en�
gineering systems things stop working or break�
a valve gets stuck� a communication link breaks
down� an engine gets overheated� etc�� These faults
need to be timely and accurately detected and iso�
lated for safety� reliability and availability of the
system�

An approach for modeling and diagnosis of sys�
tems that fall in the area of discrete event dynamic
systems �DEDS or DES� is proposed� We will with
the term diagnosis mean fault detection and fault
isolation� i�e�� from observations of the system de�
termine if a fault has occured� where it occured and
what it is� The approach is applicable to systems
that at some level of abstraction have an interest�
ing discrete event dynamics that can display faulty
behavior� The systems suitable for this approach
typically consist of several interacting components
where abrupt� but non�catastrophic� faults can oc�
cur in the components�

The work presented here is closely related to the
formal language approach to diagnosis of discrete
event systems by Sampath et al� 	
� in that the
same diagnosis problem is adressed� One of the
main di�erences is that we must restrict ourselves
to simpler� less powerful� models� but we are able
to obtain more powerful analysis results�

� Modeling

What we want is a conceptually simple representa�
tion of DEDS that is suitable for computer repre�
sentation and computation and that captures the
relevant properties� Our stab at this is to use vari�
ables for inputs� outputs and states of the system�
and represent how the outputs and next states de�
pend upon the inputs and current states with a
relation� A relation is simply a mapping from a ��
nite domain to the Boolean domain� The mapping
takes the value true for the elements included� in
the relation�



Now we give a general and very natural de�nition
of a model� where the di�erent parts will be further
discussed in this section�

De�nition ��� DEDS

A DEDS model of a �physical� system consists ba�
sically and very naturally of the three parts�

� State� input and output variables� usually de�
noted x� u and y� with de�ned� discrete� value
ranges�

� A relation �relational model� M�x� u� y� x�� in
the variables� stating exactly how to compute
the outputs and next state from the inputs and
current state�

� A real world interpretation of the variables� or
rather of their di�erent values�

�
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Figure 
� Finite state machine

A DEDS can be given graphically as a state ma�
chine as shown in Figure 
� or we can use equations
and �nite functions to describe how to compute the
next states and outputs from the current state and
inputs �

x� � f�x� u�

y � g�x� u�

which also can be expressed using a relation

M�x� u� y� x�� � �x� �� f�x� u��� �y �� g�x� u���

�

� Example� valve�pump sys�
tem

To illustrate the methods and concepts� we con�
sider a very simple example system taken from 	���
where it is treated in a formal language framework�
The system is shown in �gure � and consists of a
valve� a pump� a sensor that indicates presence or
absence of �ow� and a controller� In the �gure� the

y

u�u�

r

d�d�

FT

FC

Figure �� Flowchart of a simple system�

controller is denoted FC �Flow Control� and the
sensor is denoted FT �Flow Transmission�� The
pump and the valve can be either on�o� respec�
tively open�closed� The valve and the pump can
both fail in two di�erent ways� stuck open�on or
stuck closed�o�� The goal is to build a model of
this system that can be used to detect faults in the
valve and the pump based on the sensor measure�
ments� the known inputs and the known state of
the controller�
If we for a moment assume that the pump cannot

fail� it is for this simple system easy to see directly

�



how to detect faults in the valve� If the valve is
supposed to be open and the pump is on but we
measure no �ow� then the valve is stuck closed and
vice versa for stuck open� It does not take many
more faulting components and sensors to make the
heuristic construction of such rules cumbersome�
though�

One of the main features of this DEDS approach
and the approach in 	
�� is the ability to analyse di�
agnosability properties� The analysis methods are
treated in Sections � and �� There we will show that
when using a reasonable controller for the above
pump�valve system� we can never detect the valve
stuck open� which is not obvious at �rst glance even
for this simple example�

We will model the system in Figure � compo�
nentwise� but the only component that will require
state variables is the controller� so the modeling is
quite simple�

The faults that can occur in the valve and the
pump will be modeled simply as unknown inputs�
d� and d� �see Figure ��� that can take the values

di � � The valve�pump is stuck closed�o��
di � � The valve�pump is working� i�e�� responding to ui�
di � � The valve�pump is stuck open�on�

Usually� we will have one fault variable for each
component� and that fault variable models all faults
that can occur in that component� We will there�
fore distinguish between a fault variable di and a
fault� e�g�� d� � �� We could also let the fault vari�
able di be a state variable� which would give us
more modeling power� See 	�� for more on this�

The other variables indicated in Figure � will be
Boolean valued� with the obvious interpretation�
I�e�� u� � true means the valve is ordered open�
etc�

The controller should use the two outputs u� and
u� to control the valve and the pump in such a man�
ner that we get �ow in the system when the input
r is true and so that the pump never run when
the valve is closed� since that could cause physical
damage to the pump� The controller in Figure ��
with a two�valued state variable x� ful�lls this spec�
i�cation� Observe that the FSM is only a way to

x �� � x �� �

r
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r

u��u�
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Figure �� The Controller�

graphically visualize the table

r x u� u� x�

� � � � �
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� � � � �

We denote the corresponding relational model
C�x� r� u�� u�� x

���
The controller used in 	�� ful�lls the same spec�

i�cation� but is modeled as a singleton �nite au�
tomata�
The sensor measures if there is �ow in the pipe�

The condition for the sensor output h to be true

is that both the pump and the valve enables �ow�
This can be expressed as

y � �V � �P

where

�V�d�� u�� � �d� �� �� u��� �d� �� ��

�P�d�� u�� � �d� �� �� u��� �d� �� ��

The sensor relation hence is

S�y� u�� u�� d� � �y �� ��V ��P��

We have implicitly assumed that �ow occurs or
is cut o� instantaneously when the corresponding
control signal is set� or rather that the real� physical
system has reached steady state when the measure�
ment is performed�
In general� the total model of a system is ob�

tained by taking the synchrounous product of the
submodels� see 	��� Since in this simple example�
only one component is modeled with actual states�
the total model of the system is obtained by

M ��x� d� r� u� y� x�� �

S�y� u� d�� C�x� r� u� x��� �
�

�



where d � fd�� d� g are fault inputs� x is a state
and r is an input� The variable y is an output� and
also u � fu�� u� g has become outputs� or internal
signals since they are given by the controller�
Since u� and u� are internal signals completely

speci�ed by the controller� i�e�� by the input r and
state x� we we can simplify our relation by existen�
tial quanti�cation without losing any information�

M�x� d� r� y� x�� � �u� M ��x� d� r� u� y� x��

I�e�� we project the total behavior onto the external
behavior only� This relation is the �nal model of
the system�

� Diagnosis

With diagnosis we mean fault detection and fault
isolation� i�e�� we wish to from observations of the
system determine if a fault has occured� where it
occured and what it is� This rather loose statement
will be given a more strict interpretaion below�
Assume that a relational model of the system is

given

M�x� d� u� y� x�� d�� ���

where the states x� fault variables d� inputs u and
outputs y can be vectors of variables� Any of the
fault variables can be either an input or a state� If
the fault di is an input� then d�i is not present in
the relation ���� A fault variable will always have
exactly one normal value� denoted di�N and one or
more fault values� denoted di�k �
In Sections � and � we discuss fault detection

and fault isolation and analysis methods for certain
detection and isolation properties given a relational
model M will be discussed in Sections � and ��

	 Fault detection

Fault detection is to determine as quickly as pos�
sible if something has gone wrong from knowl�
edge of the system and observations� In our
case� the knowledge is represented by the relational
model ���� so this is an example of model based di�
agnosis�
A natural view to take is that if it is possible

that the system operates normally� then it probably

does so� In the example in Section � we would
otherwise for instance warn that the valve may be
stuck closed at every time step the valve is supposed
to be closed�

De�nition 	�� Detection

Consider the relational modelM�x� d� u� y� x�� d���
If at any time the known values of states� inputs

and outputs together with M are not consistent
with all fault variables having their normal value�
then a fault has been detected� �

We will assume that we can observe when the sys�
tem changes state� The only uncertainty� or non�
determinism� in the ordinary states x that we allow
when doing diagnosis� is induced by the unknown
fault state variables� Also� for the analysis methods
in Section �� it is assumed that the fault variables
do not in�uence the ordinary state at all� i�e�� that
all fault information is in the fault variables� To
examine how important this rater harsh restriction
is in practice and� possibly� how to remove it� will
be a matter of further research�
Given the current state� current input and the

observed output� the next state and possible values
of the unknown fault variables can be calculated
from the relational model�

E�d� y� x�� d�� � �x� u� y� M�x� d� u� y� x�� d���

K�x� d��U�u�� Y�y�

���

where the relations K�U and Y contains the infor�
mation of the current state �remember� fault vari�
ables can be states�� input and observed output re�
spectively�
We can separate the possible values of the current

fault variables� and the information on the next
state�

F�d� � �x�� d�� E�d� x�� d��� ���

Knew�x
�� d�� � �d� E�d� x�� d�� ���

When the controller changes state� we replace K

with Knew�
A fault is then detected when the normal values

of the fault variables are not among the values con�
sistent with the observations� We let the values of
the fault variables indicating normal behavior be
represented by the constant relation N�d�� Fault
detection is then carried out by checking

F�d��N�d�
�
� false� ���

�



An interpretation of this detection procedure is to
say that we simulate the model one time step for
all possible faults� and then compare the predic�
tions with the observations� ruling out the impos�
sible values of the fault variables�


 Fault isolation

Fault isolation takes place after fault detection� and
is the process of determining where the detected
fault has occured� and what type of fault it is� The
where� question is basically to determine which
component has malfunctioned� or in other words to
determine which fault variable has caused the fault
detection�
All information we have available about the oc�

cured fault is in the relation F�d�� where d �

fd�� � � � � dnd g� Every solution to F�d� is a list of
values for fd�� � � � � dnd g that explains the observed
behavior� The solutions of F�d� with the normal
values di�N removed will be called explanations and
the set of all explanations will be called the expla�

nation set�
The fault detection was triggered by the fact that

there was no solution to F�d� with only normal val�
ues for the fault variables� If F�d� is empty� i�e��
F�d� � false� then the model cannot explain the
behavior� Assume that F is nonempty�
The explanation set can contain several explana�

tions� many of which are supersets of other expla�
nations� By removing every explanation that has
another explanation as a subset� we get what we
will call a minimal explanation set and this is the
output of the fault isolation procedure�
To keep it as simple as possible� we can use that

for many systems in practice it is very common
that only one fault occur at a time� Under the
assumption that only one fault can occur at a time�
the minimal explanation set consists of singletons
�single faults��

� Analysis of detection prop�
erties

We would like to analyze if and when we can detect
a certain fault� The very simple idea is to pick out
the behavior for which the fault is not detected�
The analysis is carried out for each fault value of

each fault variable separately under a single fault
assumtion� That is� we analyse detectability prop�
erties under the assumption that only one fault oc�
curs at a time� with the rest of the fault variables
set to have their normal value� We also assume
that the fault do not in�uence the ordinary� state
evolution of the system� To establish notation� let
the fault under consideration be di � di�k and let
Mi�x� di� u� y� x

�� d�i � be the system model with all
other fault variables set to their normal value�

De�nition 
�� Detectable fault

A fault di�k is said to be detectable if there exists
a controllable transition� i�e�� values of x and u� in
the system model under the single fault assumption
that leads to a detection in a �nite number of steps�
�

The transition that leads to a detection corre�
sponds to the indicator event in the formal lan�
guage approach by Sampath et al� 	
�� We also say
thatM is detectable if all faults are detectable� This
de�nition of detectability would then correspond to
I�diagnosability 	
�� Note that detectable fault and
detectable are properties of the relational model M
and not of the real system�

In the following� algorithmic methods will be pre�
sented both to decide if a fault is detectable� and
to decide which transitions and hence which inputs
that are necessary to detect the fault�

��� Ambivalent behavior

We will say that the fault detection procedure is
ambivalent w�r�t� di�k when the normal value di�N
and the fault value di�k of the fault variable di is
in the estimation set F�d� ��� simultaneously� i�e��
when the fault and the normal behavior is consis�
tent with the observations� With our method of
modeling� with a fault as an unobservable input
or a nondeterministic state variable� at least one
possible fault is bound to be in the estimation set
at almost all times� E�g�� in the valve�pump ex�
ample in Section � we have that when the valve is
closed there is always the possibility that it is stuck
closed and we cannot know without trying to open
the valve�

The state and input combinations for which the
fault detection procedure is ambivalent w�r�t� di�k

�



can be computed as

Adi�k
�x� u� y� � �x�� d�i � Mi�di �� di�N ��Mi�di �� di�k �

���

where Adi�k
stands for ambivalent w�r�t� the fault

di�k � Note that we consider the ambivalence for
each state�input combination� i�e�� each transition�
separately� see Figure �� This is possible since all
fault information is carried by di� The reason that
we can quantify w�r�t� x� and d�i in ��� is that
neither are used as observations when computing
the estimation set ����
We would also like to know if it is possible to

have a sequence of inputs and states such that we
never can detect di�k � i�e�� we want to �nd the loops
in Mi�x� di� u� y� x

�� d�i � where the fault detection
procedure is ambivalent w�r�t� di�k � These loops
will be called the in�nitely ambivalent behavior�
To �nd this behavior� we restrict Mi to the am�

bivalent behavior given by Adi�k
� The resulting re�

lational model will be denoted c �

di�k
�x� u� y� x�� and

it contains exactly the behavior for which di�k can�
not be detected�

c �

di�k
�x� u� y� x�� �

�di� d
�

i � Mi�x� di� u� y� x
�� d�i ��Adi�k

�x� u� y��

���

We then �nd the in�nitely ambivalent behavior
by �nding the loops in c �

di�k
and denote the resulting

relational model cdi�k
�x� u� y� x��� For details on

how the loop detection is performed� see 	�� ���
The methodology is visualised in Figure ��

Adi�k
�x� u� y� c �

di�k
�x� u� y� x�� cdi�k

�x� u� y� x��

Figure �� Possible scenario for the detectability
analysis process�

To generate a sample path of cdi�k
� just do

random simulation or� if it is feasible� visualize

cdi�k
�x� u� y� x�� or equivalently

�cdi�k
�x� u� x�� � �y� cdi�k

�x� u� y� x�� ���

as a FSM �for an example� se Section ���

��� Detectability test

The faults that never can be detected regardless of
input are called nondetectable according to De�ni�
tion ��
 and are of course of special interest� A
procedure for �nding out if a fault is nondetectable
will now be presented�
To automatically check for detectability� we need

the transitions possible to force on the the system
when d � di�k or d � di�N and that possibly leads
out of cdi�k

�x� u� y� x���

�Mdi�k
�x� u� x�� � �di� y� d

�

i � Mi �

�di �� di�N � di �� di�k �� Project x� �cdi�k
�
��

For a relation R�z�� z��� the Project � � � operator is
de�ned as Project z�� R � �z�� R�
Note that we do not restrict the next states x�

of �Mdi�k
to the states present in cdi�k

� since that
could remove transitions leading out of cdi�k

� The
relational model �Mdi�k

will be called the possible�
or forcible� behavior of M w�r�t� di�k �
The fault is then detectable i� there exists tran�

sitions in �Mdi�k
�x� u� x�� that are not present in

�cdi�k
�x� u� x�� and hence will lead to a detection�

The fault di�k is then nondetectable i� the test

�cdi�k

�
� �Mdi�k

�

�

comes out true� That �cdi�k
� �Mdi�k

is clear from
construction�
The transitions that lead out of �cdi�k

� and hence
will lead to a detection in a �nite number of steps
are explicitly given by the relation

� �Mdi�k
�x� u� x��� �cdi�k

�x� u� x�� �
��

The so found transitions then correspond to the
indicator events in the formal language approach
	
��

� Analysis of isolation proper�
ties

The question to answer is� which pair of faults can�
not be distinguished �isolated�� We make the fol�
lowing de�nition�

�



De�nition ��� Isolatable faults

For the relational model M�x� u� y� x�� d��� we will
call the two faults di�k and dj �l isolatable if there
exists a controllable transition� i�e�� values of x and
u� inM which gives di�erent behavior� i�e�� outputs
or next states� for the two faults� All fault variables
ds are assumed to have their normal value ds�N for
s �� i� j� �

The property in De�nition ��
 can be checked as
follows� Calculate the two relational models bdi�k

and bdj�l
�

bdi�k
�x� u� y� x�� � Mi�di �� di�k � d

�

i �� di�k � �
��

bdj�l
�x� u� y� x�� � Mj�dj �� dj �l � d

�

j �� dj �l � �
��

The relational model bdi�k
�x� u� y� x�� represents

the behavior of the system� under the single fault
assumption� if the fault di�k has occured� If bdi�k

�

bdj�l
� i�e�� the system has exactly the same behavior

for both faults� then the errors di�k and dj �l � cannot
be distinguished for any input�state sequence�
To �nd all pairs of faults that cannot be distin�

guished� we have to perform all possible pairwise
comparisons� Since the analysis is done o� line�
this should be reasonable� What we get is a list of
pairs of faults that cannot be isolated without� e�g��
changing the controller or adding sensors�
The �nest possible fault partition� under the sin�

gle fault assumption� for which the faults in di�er�
ent partitions still are distinguishable� then is given
by partitioning the faults with identical behavior
together�

 Valve�pump example revis�
ited

We will now analyse the valve�pump system mod�
eled in Section � with the methods discussed in this
section�
We will use the notation d� �N � �� d� �� � � and

d� �� � � for valve normal� stuck closed and stuck
open respectively� Analogous for the pump�
It turns out that the possible transitions obtained

as �
��� �Md���
� etc� are the same for all four faults�

and the corresponding FSM is shown in Figure ��
The relational models for the ambivalent behav�

ior �cd���
� �cd���

� �cd���
and �cd���

obtained by the anal�
ysis procedure outlined by equations ��� to �

�� are
visualised in �gure ��

x � � x � �
r � �

r � �

r � �

r � �

�M�x� r� x��

Figure �� The possible transitions for the system�

If we� e�g�� compare the ambivalent behavior
�cd�

�x� r� x�� in Figure ��a� and the possible behav�
ior �Md�

�x� r� x�� in Figure �� we see that d� �� is
indeed detectable� The transition for x � �� r � �

in �gure � can be forced on the system� but is not
present in �gure ��a� and hence leads out of �cd���

�

If we assume that the pump is working correctly�
this means that if �ow is ordered� r � �� the valve
is supposed to open and the pump starts pumping
and we should get �ow� If the valve is stuck closed�
though� we do not get any �ow and the fault d� ��
can be detected�

If we instead compare the ambivalent behav�
ior �cd���

�x� r� x�� in Figure ��b� with the possible
behavior �M�x� r� x��� we see that the fault d� ��
is nondetectable according to the test �

�� since
�cd���

� �M�

The explanation is that to detect the valve stuck
open by �ow measurements� we would have to run
the pump when the valve is supposed to be closed�
and for safety reasons we� i�e�� the controller� never
do that�

Following the same line of reasoning� it is clear
from Figures ��c� and ��d� that also pump stuck
on �d� �� � and pump stuck o� �d� �� � are detectable�

When we follow the procedure outlined in Sec�
tion � to decide wich faults are pairwise isolatable�
it turns out that d� �� and d� �� � i�e�� valve stuck
closed and pump stuck o�� cannot be distinguished�
In either case� we simply do not get any �ow at the
�ow sensor�

Hence� if we introduce the fault partition

f f d� �� � d� �� g� f d� �� g� f d� �� g g �
��

these groups of faults are distinguishable from each
other� apart from that d� �� is undetectable�

�



�� Conclusions

We have proposed an approach for modeling and
diagnosis of systems that fall in the area of dis�
crete event dynamic systems and shown how to per�
form analysis of diagnosability properties� We have
presented automatic procedures for �nding which
faults are detectable� to �nd the necessary behav�
ior to detect a fault and to �nd a minimal fault
partition�
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